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FOREWORD
This report describes the results from the testing and analysis of polyurethane thermal
control coatings flown on the Long Duration Exposure Facility (LDEF). This work was
carried out by Boeing as part of two contracts, NAS 1-18224, Task 12 (October 1989
through May 1991), and NAS 1-19247, Tasks 1 and 8 (initiated May 1991). Sponsorship
for these two programs was provided by the National Aeronautics and Space
Administration, Langley Research Center, Hampton, Virginia.
Mr. Lou Teichman, NASA LaRC, was the NASA Task Technical Monitor. Mr.
Teichman was replaced by Ms. Joan Funk, NASA LaRC, following his retirement. Mr.
Bland Stein, NASA LaRC, was the Materials Special Investigation Group Chairman, and
was replaced by Ms. Joan Funk and Dr. Ann Whitaker, NASA MSFC, following Mr.
Stein's retirement. The Materials & Processes Technology organization of the Boeing
Defense & Space Group was responsible for providing the support to both contracts. The
following Boeing personnel provided critical support throughout the program.
Bill Fedor
Sylvester Hill
Dr. Gary Pippin
Dr. Johnny Golden
Program Manager
Task Manager
Technical Leader
Testing and Analysis
The following Boeing personnel provided critical support during the program.
Dr. Wally Plagemann
Russ Crutcher
Pete George
Testing and Analysis
Contamination Analysis
Testing and Analysis
The successful completion of this work would not have been possible without the
contributions of the LDEF Project Office staff and the LDEF Ground Operations team.
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AO fluence and are brown. Color version of figure 4, page 15.
Figure C6. On-Orbit view of paint disks on the space end of LDEF. NASA
Johnson Space Center Photo No. $32-75-036. U.S. flag is above
tray H12. Color version of figure 6, page 17.
Figure C11. Chemglaze A971 yellow paint on components of the leading (above)
and trailing edge scuff plates. Color version of figure 11, page 22.
Figure C 12. Chemglaze Z306 black polyurethane paint on tray clamp position
A6-2, viewed at 16X magnification. Contaminant fiber imbedded in
the paint film. Color version of figure 12, page 23.
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1.0 INTRODUCTION
This report summarizes the examination and testing of thermal control materials,
specifically polyurethane paints, flown for approximately sixty-nine months in low Earth
orbit (LEO) on exterior locations of the Long Duration Exposure Facility (LDEF). The
purpose of the LDEF was to provide a platform for experiments requiring long-term
exposure to a known LEO space environment. The thermal control coatings analyzed
and reported here by the Materials Special Investigation Group (MSIG) came from
various experiments and LDEF structural components, such as tray clamps and trunnion
scuff plates. The materials in this report were subjected to the full range of
environmental conditions generated by the LDEF mission.
2.0 LDEF MISSION PROFILE
The LDEF is a large (about 9 meters in length, 4.3 meters in diameter), reusable,
unmanned spacecraft built to accommodate technology, science, and applications
experiments which require long-term exposure to the space environment. LDEF is
designed to be transported into space in the payload bay of a Space Shuttle, free-fly in
LEO for an extended time period, and then be retrieved by a Space Shuttle during a later
flight. The LDEF is passively stabilized when in orbit, and each surface maintains a
constant orientation with respect to the direction of motion.
The LDEF was deployed by the Space Shuttle Challenger into a 482 km nearly
circular orbit with a 28.4 degree inclination on April 7, 1984. The planned 10-month to
1-year mission carried 57 experiments. Due to schedule changes and the loss of
Challenger, the duration of the LDEF flight extended well beyond the original planned
exposure period.
The LDEF was retrieved by the Space Shuttle Columbia on January 12, 1990 after
spending 69 months in orbit. During the 69 months, LDEF completed 32,422 orbits of
Earth and had decreased in altitude to 340 km when it was recovered. Extensive
photography was conducted from the Shuttle crew cabin, as demonstrated by figure 1,
and then LDEF was placed in the Shuttle payload bay for return to Earth. The LDEF
remained in the payload bay of the Shuttle for the landing at Edwards Air Force Base and
during the ferry flight to Kennedy Space Center (KSC). At KSC, the LDEF was
removed from Space Shuttle Columbia and transported to the Spacecraft Assembly and
Encapsulation Building (SAEF'2) where the LDEF and its experiments were examined
visually and photographed, radiation measurements were conducted, and the experiments
removed from the structure tray-by-tray. Each tray was photographed individually after
removal. System level tests were carried out for particular experiments and support
hardware, and external surfaces were examined for evidence of impacts, contamination,
and other exposure induced changes.
The atomic oxygen and ultraviolet radiation environmental conditions to which
thermal control surfaces were exposed are summarized in figures 2 and 3, as a function
of location on LDEF surfaces (ref. 1 and 2). The thermal environment experienced by
these materials can be inferred from temperature measurements recorded during the first
year of the LDEF mission (ref. 3). LDEF used a passive thermal design, relying on
thermalcontrol coatingsandinternalheatpathsfor temperaturecontrol andequalization.
A moderatethermalenvironmentwasachieved,asmodeled,with measuredtemperatures
rangingfrom alow of 39°F to a highof 134°F.Consequently,a thermalcontribution
wasnotconsideredin thisanalysisof LDEF thermalcontrolmaterials.
3.0 HARDWARE DESCRIPTIONS AND LOCATIONS
Boeing Defense & Space Group analyzed several thermal control coatings as the
contractor to NASA Langley Research Center in support of the Long Duration Exposure
Facility MSIG, and as investigators on LDEF subexperiment M0003-8. The materials to
be discussed in this report are polyurethane paints, specifically the Chemglaze A276,
A971, and Z306 coatings from Lord Corporation, Coatings Division.
White-on-black disks of polyurethane thermal control paints were applied to over two
hundred of the experiment tray clamps on LDEF. The purpose of these disks was to act
as highly visible reference points in video and photographs of LDEF (see figure 4) as
part of a spacecraft stabilization experiment after deployment (ref. 4). These paint disks
now exhibit varying degrees of discoloration and deterioration as a result of space
environmental exposure. Since the specific thermal control paints used are standard
materials for spacecraft use, the extent and nature of the changes in these materials
needed to be determined for future design. In addition, these disks also provided a
unique opportunity to characterize two common materials for all surface locations
available on LDEF.
The thermal control coating disks are described as 4 cm diameter disks of Chemglaze
Z306 black polyurethane thermal control paint applied to 38% of the anodized 6061-T6
aluminum alloy tray clamps. A 3 cm diameter aluminum foil disk, which had been
coated with Chemglaze A276 white polyurethane thermal control paint, was adhesively
bonded in the center of each black disk. Chemglaze 9924 primer was used prior to the
application of Z306 on the tray clamps, and prior to the application of A276 to the
adhesive backed aluminum foil. A cross-sectional depiction of a thermal control coating
disk is shown in figure 5.
The appearance of the thermal control coating paint disks at retrieval varied as a
function of position on LDEF. The white paint disks on leading edge rows were mottled
but still white, with black paint occasionally eroded down to the red primer. The disks
on trailing edge rows showed that the white paint had discolored to a brown color, and
that the black paint appeared unaffected. The transition region, showing the area where
the white paint disks changed from white to brown, is pictured in figure 4. Disks on
Earth and space ends had varying degrees of discoloration, with some disks showing a
partial discoloration of the white coating, as shown in figure 6. After extended exposure
to the terrestrial atmosphere since the LDEF recovery, the discolored white coating
specimens have not measurably recovered any of their original reflectivity. Although it
is not quantifiable, the appearance of white paint disks in on-orbit photographs is not
different from how they currently appear 45 months after LDEF retrieval.
Identification for the paint disk specimens is; Bay (letter) Row (number) to identify
the tray held by the clamp and a number corresponding to the clamp position on that tray.
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Clamppositionnumberingfor all sidetraysis illustratedin figure 7. Theclampposition
numberfor Earthandspaceendtraysareshownin figure 8, definedby theremoval
sequenceperformedduringLDEF deintegration.Bayandrow positionsaredefinedin
figure 9, includingLDEF experimentidentificationnumbers.Positionsof paintdisk
specimens,with correspondingatomicoxygen(AO) andultraviolet (UV) radiation
exposureconditions(ref. 1and2) arelocatedin AppendixA. The row numbersusedin
AppendixA indicateahalf row numberfor specimenslocatedon longerons.
TheZ306black andA276 white polyurethanecoatingswerealsoappliedto agraphite
epoxycompositepanelflown onexperimentM0003-8. Thisexperimentwaslocatedon
trayD9, with thecoatingssubsequentlyexposedto 8.7x 1021oxygenatoms/ cm 2 and
to 11,200 equivalent sun hours (ESH) of UV radiation (ref. 1 and 2). A photograph of
the painted composite panel, taken during LDEF deintegration, is shown in figure 10.
Impacts on the panel are visible on the A276 white paint in the upper left quadrant. The
Z306 black paint is located in the upper fight quadrant. Another white polyurethane
paint flown only on this particular experiment, Boeing Material Specification 10-60, is
located in the lower fight quadrant. The lower left quadrant is unpainted composite.
The A971 yellow polyurethane coating specimens were parts from trunnion scuff plate
assemblies, located between trays C3 and D3 and between trays C9 and D9 on the LDEF
center ring frame. The trunnion scuff plates are part of the interface between LDEF and
the Space Shuttle payload bay. The A971 coating specimens are shown in figure 11.
The lower specimen was exposed to 1.3 x 1017 oxygen atoms/cm 2 and 11,100 ESH of
UV radiation. The upper specimen, lighter in color, was exposed to 9.0 x 1021 oxygen
atoms/cm 2 and 11,200 ESH of UV radiation (ref. 1 and 2).
4.0 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
4.1 Optical Microscopy
Low magnification (16X) microscopy was used to observe contaminants and the
general integrity of tray clamp paint disk specimens. Contamination from numerous
sources was observed on all specimens. Fibers and shop debris were seen imbedded in
uneroded paint coatings (see figures 12 and 13). Yellow particles were observed on and
around the black paint on one specimen, apparently the result of paint overspray from
when the tray clamp disks were originally painted (see figure 14). The yellow particles,
from an unidentified paint, were determined to be preflight contamination because of the
smearing of these particles under fastener hardware applied at the time of spacecraft
integration, also visible in figure 14. Uneroded white paint disks exhibited solvent
marks, where it appears that a solvent wiping operation wicked contaminants into the
coating surfaces, resulting in a mottled discoloration pattern after environmental
exposure (see figures 13 and 15).
Cracking was observed in the white paint disks located in high AO fluence areas but
not in those located in low AO fluence areas. Cracking was sometimes localized to the
edge region of these disks (see figures 16 and 17), but was also observed as a pattern of
parallel cracks on large areas of the bulk white coating (see figure 18). Occlusions in the
white paintwerealsomadevisible throughtheprocessof AO erosion(seefigures 19and
20). AO erosionleft avery fragile surfacelayeron thewhite A276 paint thatwas
occasionallydamagedby incidentalhandlingduringdeintegrationandstorage(see
figures 17,21,and22). AO erosionof theblackZ306paint is alsoapparent,basedon
visibility of theredprimerlayer (seefigure 23).
High magnification(100X to 1000X)opticalmicroscopywasusedto observethe
white paintdisk surfaceswith bothbright field anddark field illumination. Bright field
illumination indicatedthat trailingedgewhite paint surfaceswerestill resinrich (see
figures24and25),whereasleadingedgewhite paint surfaceswerenowpigmentrich
(seefigures26 and27). Dark field illumination revealedthatthepigmentparticlesin
discoloredwhite paint diskswerestill veryreflective(seefigures28and29), indicating
that thepigmentparticlesthemselveshadnotdiscoloreddueto spaceenvironmental
exposure.Dark field illumination micrographsfor leadingedgewhite paint areshownin
figures 30and31for comparison.
High magnification(200X)opticalmicroscopywasusedto examinetheZ306black
paint surfaceon theexperimentM0003compositepanel. AO erosionhadremoveda
significantportionof theblackthermalcontrolcoating,revealingtheunderlyingred
primer. Figures32 - 34 focusprincipallyon inhomogeneitiesleft behindon theeroded
Z306surface,buteachalsoincludesarepresentativeindicationof the stateof theZ306
afterexposureto atomicoxygen. Also visiblewaswhatappearedto beasilicateresidue
(highly visible in figure 34), left behindafterAO erosionhadoxidizedthebulk of the
Z306paint layer. Silicatesareusedaspart of thepigmentpackagein Z306. Optical
microscopymeasurementsindicatedthatthecracksin this AO erodedZ306specimen
extendedapproximately201.tindowninto thecoatingmaterialfrom thepresentsurface.
Thesurfaceof A971 yellow painton thescuffplate locatedon theleadingedgeof
LDEF (row 9) is shownin figures35and36. As with thewhite paint surfaceslocatedin
theleadingedgeenvironment,AO hadlargelyremovedtheorganicresinfrom thepaint
surface.Figure35showsaclump of pigmentprotrudingfrom thepaint surface.Also
visible aresmallpocketsof UV-radiationdamagedpaintresinnotcompletelyremoved
by reactionwith atomicoxygen. Figure36 focuseson theimprint left behindby a fiber
that hadbeenimbeddedin thepaint surfaceduring application.Thefiber wasapparently
composedentirely of organicmaterialsinceit wascompletelyerodedby AO where
accessibleto thesurface.
4.2 ContaminationAnalysis
Contaminationanalysiswasconductedto determineif theA276 white coating
discolorationwasdue,principally or in part,to thedepositionof a contaminant.Initial
analyseswereconductednondestructively.Twelvewhite paintspecimensfrom various
locationsaroundLDEF weremeasuredfor totalanddiffuseinfraredreflectanceusinga
BioRadDigilab FTS-6FourierTransformInfraredSpectrophotometer(theresulting
spectraarelocatedin Appendix B). Specular reflectance spectra for each material were
calculated by difference. No significantly different absorptances from specimen to
specimen, indicative of surface contaminants, were observed by this method.
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Severalspecimenswereanalyzedspectroscopicallyfrom thevisible throughnear
infrared(IR) wavelengths,asis usedto evaluatedsolarabsorptancecharacteristics.
MeasurementsweremadeusingaPerkin-ElmerLambda9Ultraviolet/Visible-Near
InfraredSpectrophotometer.Representativetotal anddiffusereflectancespectraare
includedherefor illustratingtheresultsof thesemeasurements:control specimenin
figures37and38; atrailing edgespecimenin figures39and40; andaleadingedge
specimenin figures41and42. All of thespecimensareprincipally diffuse in their
reflective character.Thetotal reflectancespectrafor leadingandtrailing edgespecimens
werenearly identicalin thenearIR region(seefigures39and41),but trailingedge
specimensweremuchlessreflectivein thevisible regionof thespectra(400to 700nm),
asexpectedby their obviousdiscoloration.Therewasnoevidenceof absorptionsdueto
organiccontaminantson trailingedgespecimensascomparedto control specimens.
Secondaryanalyseswereconducteddestructively.Thediscolorationof trailing edge
white paintscouldnot beremovedwith solventwiping, usingeithermethylethyl ketone
or petroleumether. Sincethesurfacecouldnotberemovedfor analysiswith solvents,
scrapingsfrom control,leadingedge,andtrailing edgespecimensweredelicatelytaken
with theaidof amicroscope,in anattemptto removetheextremesurfacelayer
(approximately1micronthick) for transmissionIR spectroscopy.Examplesof the
resulting spectraareshownin figures43 - 45. ThesespectraweremadeusingaPerkin
ElmerModel 1710FourierTransformInfraredSpectrophotometerwith a Spectra-Tech
Model 0043-033IR microscope.Thecontrol spectrumin figure 43 indicates
characteristicabsorptionsfor thepolyurethaneresin(wavenumbers2920,2850, 1750,
1450and 1280)andfor thesilicatebinder(wavenumber1010)in thepaintpigment. The
spectrumin figure 44 indicatesthattherewasnodetectableresinleft on thesurfaceof
the leadingedgewhite paint specimen,with theonly absorptionbandattributableto the
silicatebinder. Thespectrumin figure 45 for thetrailing edgespecimen,whencompare
directly with figure 43, indicatesthatthedarkenedpaintsurfaceis only slightly modified
paint resin. If anyorganiccontaminantcontributesto thedarkenedsurfaceof trailing
edgewhite paint,it is not detectableor discernibleby this technique.
4.3 Cross-Sectioning
Cross-sectionsweremadeof fourdisk specimensfrom differentenvironmentson the
LDEF surface,after all nondestructivemeasurementsfor thosespecimenshadbeen
completed.Cross-sectioningdonein anattemptto measurethedepthof atomicoxygen
inducedresinrecessionon theleadingedgewhitepaint specimenwasnot successful.
Thesurfaceof theerodedwhite paint specimensisessentiallypigmentparticles,held in
placeby weakattractiveforcesdueto thesmall sizeof theparticles. Whentrying to
mountthecrosssectionsprior to polishing,thoselooselyattachedpigmentparticles
'washed'off of the surfaceasseenin figure 46,makingresinerosionmeasurements
impossible.
Cracksobservedby opticalmicroscopyin thesurfacesof leadingedgewhite paint
specimens(seefigure 18)wereobservedin cross-section,asshownin figure 47. All
cracksobservedwentcompletelythroughthecoatingsystemto substrate.
Crosssectionswerealsousedin anattemptto measuretheextentof erosionon leading
edgeblackpaint. Theresultsarequestionabledueto observedvariability in theblack
paint coatingthickness.Measurementsof blackpaintthicknesson trailing edge
specimens,which shouldnotbeerodedby atomicoxygen,indicatedashighasa 50%
variation in paint thickness,asis seenin figures48 - 51. In general,theblackpaint was
observedto be thinnertowardtheouter (subsequentlyexposed)edge,probablyasa
consequenceof thepaintingoperation.Theresultof this variationis thatthecomparison
of coatingthicknessesin protected(underthewhitepaint disk)andexposedareasto
determineextentof coatingerosionhasahigh degreeof uncertainty.Cross-sectionsfor
leadingedgeZ306 specimensareshownin figures52 - 55 for comparison.
Cross-sectioningwasalsousedto characterizethedarkenedsurfaceof trailing edge
white paint on specimenB4-7. As picturedin figure 56, thedarkened,or discolored
layer in thewhite paint wasfoundto beextremelythin, comparableto the sizeof the
titaniapigmentparticlesor approximately0.2 lamin thickness.Therealsoappearedto
be titaniapigmentparticleslocatedin thediscoloredportion,indicatingthatthe
discolorationwasdueto radiationdarkeningof thevery surfacelayerof thepaint resin.
4.4 SurfaceAnalysis
A numberof surfacespectroscopytechniqueswereusedto characterizethesubject
surfaces.Scanningelectronmicroscopy(SEM) imagesof a leadingedgeA276 white
paintdisk areshownin figure 57 - 60. The 1000Xand5000Xmagnifications(figures57
and58)showtherough,porouscharacterof theerodedsurface.The 10,000Xand
25,000Xmagnificationimages(figures59and60) illustratetheneartotal absenceof
resin onpaint surfacessubjectedto highAO fluences.Electronmicroprobechemical
analysesof thesesurfacesareshownin figures61and62. The submicronsizedspherical
particlesaretitaniapigment. Thelargerplate-likeparticleshavebeenidentified asa
magnesiumsilicate(seefigure 62),mostlikely talc, acommonbinderor flattenerin
white paint pigmentpackages.
Additional SEMimagesweretakenof irregularfeatureson theA276 whitepaint
surface.Figure63showstwo suchirregularsurfacefeatures.Microprobeanalysisof the
spiral fiber indicatedit to beanaluminumturningcontaminatingthepaint (seefigure
64). Analysisof the "flake" adjacentto thealuminumturning (seefigure 65) is
essentiallyidenticalto thatof thebulk erodedpaintsurface(seefigure 61). The"flake"
wasapparentlyaclump of pigmentin thepaint whichwasnotcompletelydispersed
duringmixing prior to thepaint application.Anotherinterestingfeatureis thatof a
micrometeoroid/debrisimpact,shownin figure66. Electronmicroprobeanalysisof the
bottomof the impactcrater(seefigure 67) indicatedprimarily aluminum(thepaintdisk
substrate),titanium (from titaniaparticlestransferredfrom theerodedpaint surface),and
iron andmanganese.
SEM imagesof theZ306blackpaint surfacefrom paintdiskswereof poor quality
becauseof surfacecharging,despitemultipleapplicationsof vapor-depositedconductive
metal. However,surfacechemicalanalysiswasobtainablebyelectronmicroprobe,as
shownin figure 68. Thepresenceof siliconwasstronglyindicated,causedby thesilica
usedin thepaintpigmentpackage.Thepresenceof chromium,iron,andzincwas
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expectedbecausethecoatingon this specimenhadbeenerodeddownto theprimer layer
in someareas,exposingthezincchromateandiron oxidepigmentsin theprimer.
Potassiumwasalsoobserved,apparentlya contaminantin theprimerpigments,and
aluminumwherecoatingcracksextendedto thesubstrate.
Electronspectroscopyfor chemicalanalysis(ESCA)wasusedto identify thechemical
compositionof thevery surface(10/_depth)of A276 white andZ306blackcoatingson
paint disks. TheESCAmeasurementsfor A276white areshownin figures69 - 73, for
Z306black areshownin figures74 - 78. In general,thepresenceof fluorine was
detectedon all specimensurfaces,with theexceptionof thecontrol specimenandthe
leadingedgeblack paintsurface.Thatthefluorinewasnotobservedon thecontrol
specimenindicatedthatthefluorinewasdepositedasaresultof environmentalexposure.
The leadingedgeblackpaint specimenwasin acontinualstateof erosionduring
exposure,especiallyin thelatter stageof theLDEF mission,andthe surfacewasbeing
cleanedof anydepositedmaterials.Thesourceof fluorinewouldmostlikely havebeen
from thedecompositionanderosionof nearbyFEP thermalcontrol blankets,with
depositionof fluorineon thesubjectpaint surfacesnotoccurringthroughatypical line-
of-sightmechanism.
Increasedsurfaceconcentrationsof silicon,ascomparedto thecontrol specimen
surfaces,werealsoobservedusingESCA. Theincreasedlevelsof siliconobservedon
leadingedgeA276 white andZ306black thermalcontrol paintswould beexpected.
Both theblack andwhite paintscontainasignificantamountof silicatesaspart of their
pigmentsystems,which wasleft behindafterAO erosionof thepaint resinfraction.
However,the increasedlevelsof siliconontrailing edgespecimenswereindicativeof
contaminantdeposition.
4.5 OpticalPropertiesMeasurements
Solarabsorptanceandthermalemittancemeasurementsweremadefor 120of the
A276 white paint disksonLDEF. Optical propertymeasurementsfor theZ306black
paint areason thediskswerenot obtaineddueto their dimensionandshape.Solar
absorptancemeasurementsweremadein accordancewith ASTM E424-71(or ASTM
E903-82),thermalemittancein accordancewith ASTM E408-71. Thesemeasurements
weremadewithout removingthedisksfrom thetray clamps.
Measurementsmadefor whitepaint disksfrom theEarthandspaceendsof LDEF are
shownin figure 79. Emittancemeasurementsindicatednosignificantdifferences
betweendiskson theEarthor spaceends.Theabsorptancereadingsweregenerally
greaterfor theperipheralareasateitherend. Furtherdiscussionof theEarthandspace
endabsorptancemeasurementswill bemadelaterwith thecorrelationsto environmental
exposure.
Thedisksfrom the sidetrayswhich wereavailablefor MSIG analysisof absorptance
andemittanceareshownin figure 80. A portionof thesediskswereselectedfor
analysis,asshownin figure 80,representingall availableincidenceanglesandselecting
additionalspecimensto testmeasurementvariability alongthelengthof thespacecraft.
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Opticalpropertymeasurementsfor LDEF trayclampsarelocatedin AppendixA,
includingestimatesof AO fluenceandUV radiationexposure.
Absorptancemeasurementsasafunction of rowpositionareshownin figure 81.
Multiple specimensmeasuredalongaparticularrow indicatedlimited variability in
absorptance.This variability wasrandom,not indicatingany trendsin absorptancealong
thelengthof thespacecraft.Thedatadonotquiteform a symmetricdistributiondueto
theoffsetin LDEF yaw (ref. 5). Controlspecimenabsorptancewascomparableto that
from specimenson rows9 and 10.
Emittancemeasurementsasafunction of rowpositionareshownin figure 82. Control
specimenemittancewascomparableto measurementsmadefor specimenson trailing
edgesurfaces,rows 1through6.
The absorptanceandemittancemeasurementswereplottedversusangleof AO
incidencein figures83and84. Theincidenceangleswerebasedonanassumedeight
degreeoffset in yaw angle(ref. 5). Figure83showsthattheerosioneffectof atomic
oxygenyieldedlow absorptancelevelsfor theA276 paintfor incidenceanglesup to 80
degrees,with anapparentatomicoxygeneffectdiscernibleto an incidenceangleof 100
degrees.It is actually fortunatefor thepresentanalysisthatLDEF hadayaw offset.
Due to theextremelysteepsolarabsorptancechangein theAO fluencetransitionregion,
theyaw offsetprovidedtwo separateincidenceangleenvironmentsin thetransitionarea.
Statisticalanalysisconductedon theemittancemeasurementsgraphedin figure 84
indicatedamarginalbutsignificantincreasein emittancefor leadingedgewhitepaint
specimens(incidenceanglelessthan70°, e= 0.89+0.01)ascomparedto thecontrol (e=
0.87)andto trailing edgespecimens(incidenceanglegreaterthan100°, e = 0.86+0.01).
The increase in emittance is consistent with the roughening of leading edge surfaces
observed by microscopy, caused by atomic oxygen erosion of the paint resin.
In an attempt to characterize the environmentally induced changes observed for A276
paint, figure 85 represents solar absorpt.ance measurements as a function of atomic
oxygen fluence. The atomic oxygen fluence levels used in figure 85 are predictions
based on the LDEF AO fluence model developed by Boeing (ref. 1). Atomic oxygen
fluence is represented logarithmically. Absorptance data from Earth and space end disks
are not included in figure 85, due to the scatter in those data which will be discussed
later. From figure 85, a fluence level of 1021 oxygen atoms per cm 2 was necessary to
cause sufficient resin erosion in the A276 white thermal control paint to maintain coating
optical performance, removing the darkened resin which degraded the coating's
absorptance.
However, it must be recognized that coupled with the atomic oxygen effect was the
effect of UV radiation. Figure 86 shows the absorptance of all A276 white paint disks
measured, including Earth and space end disks, as a function of predicted solar fluence in
equivalent sun hours (ref. 2). Also included in figure 86 are data from LDEF
Experiment S0069 for comparison (ref. 6).
The scatter in solar absorptance data obtained for the Earth and space ends paint disks
mentioned previously is shown in figure 86. Both Earth and space end disks were
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predictedto receiveapproximatelythesamefluencesof atomicoxygen, with a one
degree vehicle pitch offset, ignoring any over-riding effects of local environments.
However, it was apparent that there were some local environmental differences which
resulted in the observed absorptance data scatter. A trend of increased solar absorptance
with increasing UV exposure was apparent with the Earth and space end disk data. But
the ends of the LDEF spacecraft were in the transition region with regards to atomic
oxygen, where slight differences in surface orientation and position could markedly
affect atomic oxygen fluence. When compared to absorptance data from the disks on
LDEF side trays, data from the space end disks indicated incidence angles ranging from
85 to 105 degrees.
Figure 86 suggests a solar absorptance increase for A276 that accompanied increasing
UV exposure in the absence of atomic oxygen. Part of the evidence for this trend is from
the data provided by experiment S0069, where in-situ absorptance measurements were
made and recorded as a function of mission time. Experiment S0069 measured an
increase in the absorptance of A276 occurring in the early, low atomic oxygen flux
portion of the LDEF mission. Taken as a whole, the data in figure 86 suggest that all of
the A276 paint disks were darkening according to this trend in the initial years of the
LDEF mission. This was when LDEF was still in a relatively high orbit. But as the
orbital altitude began to decay, the atomic oxygen flux began to increase rapidly. The
AO flux model has predicted that about 54% of the atomic oxygen fluence on LDEF
occurred in the last six months of the mission (ref. 1). It was during this latter phase of
the LDEF mission that atomic oxygen erosion removed UV damaged paint resin where
the total fluence was sufficient, and brought A276 absorptance readings back to nominal
levels on leading edge specimens. It does not appear that the trailing edge specimens
have yet reached an end-of-life condition versus UV exposure, although the apparent rate
of absorptance degradation with UV exposure has decreased significantly for the highest
level UV exposed specimens. It does, however, appear that the leading edge specimens
have reached an end-of-life condition versus AO exposure.
The optical properties of the Z306 black thermal control coating were measured from
the coated composite specimen on experiment M0003. The solar absorptance was
measured to be 0.93, which was only a 0.02 unit reduction from the initial absorptance of
0.95 for the coating. This was somewhat of a surprising result considering the amount of
red primer pigment readily visible on the surface. The thermal emittance was measured
as 0.94, which was an increase of 0.04 apparently due to the roughening and diffuse
character of the eroded surface.
Optical properties have been analyzed for the A971 yellow coating on LDEF scuff
plates, shown in Table 1. Solar absorptance for the trailing edge specimen was 0.12
higher than what was measured on a vendor supplied sample. It is significant that the
absorptance of the trailing edge A971 coating was comparable to that measured for A276
white polyurethane paint exposed to the same environmental conditions. The
absorptance of the leading edge A971 specimen was slightly degraded compared to the
control. Apparently not quite all of the UV damaged polyurethane resin had been
removed from the scuff plate surface (see also figure 35). The thermal emittance for the
trailing edge specimen was 0.87, essentially what was expected for a gloss polyurethane
paint without atomic oxygen exposure and consistent with observations for comparably
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exposedA276 white polyurethanepaint. However,comparisonto the"control" was
poor, indicatingadifferencein coatingthicknessesfor thetwo specimens.Theleading
edgethermalemittancewasslightly higherthanthatmeasuredfor thetrailing edge
specimen,againcomparableto whatwasobservedfor theA276 white paintdisksbased
on increasedsurfaceroughnessdueto AO erosion.
Table 1. OpticalPropertiesFor A971 Yellow PolyurethaneCoating.
Solar Thermal
Specimen
VendorApplied in 1992 ("Control")
Leading Edge Scuff Plate Segment,
Part No. LDE816105-1C182
Trailing Edge Scuff Plate Segment,
Part No. LDE816105-1C33
Absorptance
0.46
0.50
Emittance
0.83
0.89
0.58 0.87
4.6 Other Measurements and Analysis
Additional measurements were made in an attempt to clarify the extent of AO attack
on the thermal control coatings, where attempts such as cross-sectioning had failed. One
such measurement involved the A276 paint on the composite panel from experiment
M0003. The composite panel had areas totally protected from atomic oxygen attack,
where washers had been used for attachment of the panel to support structure. The
measurement involved determining how deeply atomic oxygen was able to penetrate into
the layer of remaining pigment particles by measuring how deep the exposed paint was
damaged from a physical integrity perspective. Specimens were cut from around the
protected attachment areas, and the loose pigment on AO eroded surfaces was totally
removed by repeated rag wiping until no more pigment loss was observed. Surface
profiles from the specimens were then measured using laser profilometry. Height
profiles from these measurements are shown in figures 87 - 92. Figure 87 exhibits an
anomalous region at the protected to exposed interface, apparently the result of a cut
formed by the sharp edge of the washer when it spun on the surface during fastener
removal. Maximum coating loss measurements ranged from 0.00025 inch in figure 92 to
0.00050 inch in figure 90. Average AO erosion damage depth was determined to be
0.00038 inch or 9.6 l.tm.
The extent of black thermal control paint AO erosion was estimated by cross-
sectioning (see section 4.3) to be about 10 btm (0.0004 inch), but the extent of Z306
erosion can be analyzed qualitatively from another perspective. Many of paint disks
from the leading edge area had the exposed black paint completely eroded away, leaving
only the characteristic red of the underlying primer pigment. The primary surface on
tray E9 had also been painted with Z306, and portions of this surface were eroded down
to the primer as a result of atomic oxygen exposure. The Z306 applied to the composite
panel on experiment M0003 was also largely removed as a result of AO erosion. If one
considers the minimum and typical thickness at which Z306 is generally applied, it can
lead to at least a range of erosion that occurred for this material. The minimum thickness
of paint measured on paint disk cross-sections was 10 t.tm. Polyurethane paints are more
typically applied to a minimum thickness of 25 Bm. These thicknesses provide a range
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of Z306blackpaint erosionthat occurredonLDEF leadingedgesurfaces.Thiserosion
rangewould indicatethattheZ306coatingwasmoreresistanto atomicoxygenerosion
thantheunpaintedgraphitefiber reinforcedepoxycomposite,which exhibitedcomplete
erosionto anaveragedepthof 86I.tm(ref. 7). However,theAO erosion"resistance"of
Z306ascomparedto thecompositecanbeattributedto thesilicatecontentin thepaint,
which whenleft behindonsurfaceserodedby AO slowedfurthererosion. Silicate
residuesonerodedZ306wereverified in surfaceanalyses(seesection4.4)
Erosionmeasurementswerealsomadefor theA971 yellowcoating. The assumption
wasmadethat thetwo partswerepaintedto thesamecoatingthicknesses,sincethey
werepaintedcommensurately.Thetrailingedgespecimenfrom row 3 hadanaverage
totalcoatingthicknessof 58 I.tm(0.0023inch) basedon 18measurements.After
thoroughlyragwiping theleadingedgespecimenfrom row9, theaveragetotal coating
thicknesswas48_m (0.0019inch),indicatedanAO erosiondamagedepthof 10p.m
(0.0004inch). Thismeasurementis in closeagreementwith themeasurementsmadefor
theA276 white paint erosiondepthusinglaserprofilometry from protectedto AO
damagedareas.
5.0 CONCLUSIONS
Thefirst goalof thethermalcontrolcoatingdisksanalysiswasto determineif the
discolorationobservedfor A276 whitepaintwasdueto pigmentdiscoloration,resin
degradation,contaminantdeposition,or acombinationof theseeffects. Surface
microscopyhasshownthatpigmentdiscolorationdid notoccur. Cross-sectioning
microscopyalsoindicatedthattheA276 surfacediscolorationwaslimited to theupper
0.1-0.2I.tmof thepaint surfaceanddid not involve thepaintpigment. Surface
spectroscopyhasshownthattherearecontaminantsdetectableonstablesurfaces.
Fluorineandincreasedlevelsof siliconweredetectedonall flight specimens,with the
exceptionof no fluorine onZ306blackpainton leadingedgediskswhichwerein a
continualstateof atomicoxygenerosion.However,theamountof thesecontaminants
wasquitelow, much toolow to causethemeasuredincreasesin solarabsorptancefor
A276 white paint. IR spectraof surfacescrapingsfrom discoloredA276paint, as
comparedto controlpaint,indicatedthatthediscolorationwasprincipally in thepaint
resinitself, inducedby thethousandsof hoursof UV exposureattainedwith LDEF.
The secondgoalof theanalysiswasto quantifychangesin designpropertieswhich
resultedfrom spaceenvironmentalexposure.Surfacesexposedto atomicoxygenup to
an incidenceangleof 100degreesshowedevidenceof surfaceerosion. A276paint
surfacesatandneartheleadingedgehadvery little visibleorganicresinremaining,and
thisAO erosionapparentlyled to crackingandcrazing. Thedepthof erosiondamage
whichoccurredfor A276 specimenswasdeterminedto beapproximately10 I.tm(0.0004
inch). Measurementsmadewith leadingedgeandtrailing edgespecimensof A971
yellow paintcorroboratedtheA276 results.This erosiondamagedepthis interpretedas
thelimit to whichAO damagecanoccurinto apaintwith inert pigments.Measurements
of AO erosionfor Z306blackpaint basedoncross-sectionshavebeenquestionable,due
to theobservedvariability in coatingthickness.Typical Z306coatingthicknesscoupled
with observationof nearcompletecoatinglossbecauseof AO erosionhasleadto an
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estimateof 25 l.tm of coating loss during the LDEF mission. Silicate residues from the
Z306 pigment system, left behind during AO erosion, provided some protection to the
coating, making an estimate of Z306 atomic oxygen erosion rate of questionable value.
Optical property measurements for A276 white paint have been matched to modeled
predictions of atomic oxygen fluence and UV exposure. These comparisons have
suggested a trend of increasing absorptance for A276 white paint with UV exposure.
This trend helps to corroborate the spectroscopic evidence that the darkened A276 paint
was caused by UV induced degradation of the paint resin system. Solar absorptance
measurements also indicated that sufficient atomic oxygen fluences were received at
incidence angles up to 100 degrees to infer paint resin erosion. AO erosion significantly
degraded the mechanical integrity of the paint coatings, but at incidence angles up to 80
degrees on the LDEF mission (with corresponding fluences of 1021 oxygen atoms per
cm2), this erosion was sufficient to bring UV damaged white paint back to near-original
absorptance levels.
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7.0 FIGURES
Figure 1. LDEF retrieved as viewed from the Shuttle Columbia on January 12, 1990. NASA
Langley Research Center Photo No. 90-10472. See Appendix C for color figure.
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LDEF
Atomic oxygen fluences at end of mission for all row, Iongeron and end-bay
locations including the fluence received during the retrieval attitude excursion.
Figure 2. LDEF Atomic Oxygen (AO) Fluence Map (ref. 1)
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Figure 3. LDEF Ultraviolet (UV) Exposure Map (ref. 2)
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Figure 4. On-orbit view of paint disks on LDEF tray clamps in the atomic oxygen fluence
transition region, tray E6. NASA Johnson Space Center Photo No. $32-82-040.
Disks on upper longeron (see arrow) were in high AO fluence and are white,
disks on lower longeron were in low AO fluence and are brown. See Appendix
C for color figure.
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Aluminum Foil _ A276
Adhesive _ 9924 PrimerJ
Figure 5. Cross-sectional representation of the components in a LDEF tray clamp paint
disk. A276 and Z306 are Chemglaze polyurethane thermal control coatings.
This depiction is not to scale.
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Figure 6. On-orbit view of paint disks on the space end of LDEF. NASA Johnson
Space Center Photo No. $32-75-036. U. S. flag is above tray H12. See
Appendix C for color figure.
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Figure 7. Tray clamp position numbering system for LDEF side trays.
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Figure 8. Tray clamp position numbering systems for LDEF Earth and space end trays.
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Figure 9. LDEF bay and row position map with experiment numbers.
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Figure 10. LDEF Experiment M0003 - painted composite panel, postflight. The
coatings are (clockwise from upper left) Chemglaze A276, Chemglaze Z306,
BMS 10-60 White Polyurethane, and unpainted T-300 graphite / 934 epoxy
composite.
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Figure 11. ChemglazeA971 yellowpainton componentsof the leading(above)and
trailingedgescuffplates. SeeAppendixC for color figure.
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Figure 12. ChemglazeZ306blackpolyurethanepainton tray clamppositionA6-2,
viewedat 16Xmagnification. Contaminantfiber imbeddedin thepaint film.
Figure 13. ChemglazeA276 white polyurethanepaint on tray clampA6-2, Viewedat
16Xmagnification. A contaminantfiber is imbeddedin thecoatingand
solventmarksarevisible. SeeAppendixC for color figure.
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Figure 14. ChemglazeZ306blackpolyurethanepainton tray clampB7-2, viewedat
16Xmagnification. Visible areafastenerholeandparticlesof yellow paint,
intact onmostof the surfacebut smearedunderthewasherduringassembly.
Figure 15.
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ChemglazeA276 white polyurethanepaint on tray clampB4-7, viewedat 16X
magnification. Solventmarkdiscoloration.SeeAppendixC for color figure.
Figure 16. ChemglazeA276 white polyurethanepainton tray clampB7-2, viewedat
16Xmagnification. Exampleof crackingwith atomicoxygenerosion.
Figure 17. ChemglazeA276 white polyurethanepaint on trayclampC8-5, viewedat
16Xmagnification. Edgecrackingandfragility of thesurfaceareshown.
SeeAppendixC for color figure.
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Figure 18. ChemglazeA276 white polyurethanepainton tray clampC8-5,viewedat
16Xmagnification,showingparallelsurfacecracks. SeeAppendixC for
color figure.
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Figure 19. Chemglaze A276 white polyurethane paint on tray clamp B7-2, viewed at
16X magnification. Occlusions in paint were exposed with AO erosion.
Figure 20. Chemglaze A276 white polyurethane paint on tray clamp B7-2, viewed at
16X magnification, showing additional AO erosion exposed paint
contaminants. See Appendix C for color figure.
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Figure 21. ChemglazeA276 whitepolyurethanepainton tray clampC8-5, viewedat
16Xmagnification,showingthefragile natureof theerodedsurfacelayer.
Figure 22. ChemglazeA276 white polyurethanepainton tray clampC8-5,viewedat
16Xmagnification,showinga smalldebrisimpactandhandlingdamage.
SeeAppendixC for color figure.
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Figure23. ChemglazeZ306blackpolyurethanepaint on tray clampC8-5,viewedat
16Xmagnification,nearafastenerlocation.Erosionthroughto thered
primer occurredin abandjust insideof thepaint edge(seearrow). See
Appendix Cfor color figure.
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Figure 24. ChemglazeA276 white polyurethanepainton tray clampA6-2, viewedat
100Xmagnificationunderbrightfield illumination.
Figure 25. ChemglazeA276 whitepolyurethanepainton tray clampB4-7,viewedat
100Xmagnificationunderbright field illumination.
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Figure26. ChemglazeA276 white polyurethanepainton tray clampB7-2, viewedat
100Xmagnificationunderbrightfield illumination.
Figure27. ChemglazeA276 white polyurethane paint on tray clamp C8-5, viewed at
100X magnification under bright field illumination.
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Figure28. ChemglazeA276 white polyurethanepainton tray clampA6-2, viewedat
1000Xmagnificationunderdark field illumination.
Figure 29. ChemglazeA276 whitepolyurethanepainton tray clampB4-7,viewedat
1000Xmagnificationunderdarkfield illumination.
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Figure30. ChemglazeA276 whitepolyurethanepaint on tray clampB7-2, viewedat
1000Xmagnificationunderdark field illumination.
Figure 31. ChemglazeA276 white polyurethanepaint on tray clamp C8-5, viewed at
1000Xmagnificationunderdarkfield illumination.
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Figure 32. ChemglazeZ306blackpolyurethanepaintonExperimentM0003composite
panel,viewedat200X magnification. Thefocusis on asilicateinclusionbut
atomicoxygenerosionto thered primer layeris visible. SeeAppendixC for
color figure.
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Figure 33. ChemglazeZ306blackpolyurethanepaint onExperimentM0003 composite
panel, viewed at 200X magnification. The focus is on another silicate
inclusionbutatomicoxygenerosionto theredprimerlayer is visible.
Figure 34. ChemglazeZ306black polyurethanepaint on ExperimentM0003 composite
panel,viewedat200X magnification,showingadispersedsilicatelayer. See
AppendixC for color figure.
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Figure35. ChemglazeA971 yellow polyurethanepaint from theleadingedge(row 9)
scuff plate,shownat 200X magnification.At centeris looseclumpof
pigment,darkfrecklesareareasof darkenedorganicresin. SeeAppendixC
for color figure.
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Figure 36. ChemglazeA971 yellow polyurethanepaint from theleadingedge(row 9)
scuff plate,shownat 200Xmagnification. Thefocusis on thetrack(see
arrow)of aorganicfiberwhich wasacontaminantin thepaint and
subsequentlyerodedby AO whereit emergedthroughthesurface.See
AppendixC for color figure.
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Figure 37. Chemglaze A276 white polyurethane paint control specimen total reflectance
spectra, 300 to 2500 nm range (integrated to determine solar absorptance).
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Figure 38. Chemglaze A276 white polyurethane paint con_ol specimen diffuse
reflectance spectra, 300 to 2500 nm range.
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Figure 39. Chemglaze A276 white polyurethane paint E2-8 specimen (trailing edge)
total reflectance spectra, 300 to 2500 nm range (integrated to determine solar
absorptance).
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Figure 40. Chemglaze A276 white polyurethane paint E2-8 specimen (trailing edge)
diffuse reflectance spectra, 300 to 2500 nm range.
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Figure 41. Chemglaze A276 white polyurethane paint C8-5 specimen (leading edge)
total reflectance spectra, 300 to 2500 nm range (integrated to determine solar
absorptance).
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Figure 42. Chemglaze A276 white polyurethane paint C8-5 specimen (leading edge)
diffuse reflectance spectra, 300 to 2500 nm range.
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Figure 43. Chemglaze A276 white polyurethane paint, control specimen infrared
spectra.
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Figure44. ChemglazeA276 whitepolyurethanepaint, B9-7specimen(leadingedge)
infraredspectra.
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Figure 45. ChemglazeA276 whitepolyurethanepaint, A3-7 specimen(trailingedge)
infraredspectra.
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A276
Primer
Figure 46. Cross-section of Chemglaze A276 white paint on tray clamp C8-5 (500X
magnification), showing lifting of loose pigment into the encapsulant.
A276
Primer
Figure 47. Cross-section of Chemglaze A276 white paint on tray clamp C8-5 (500X
magnification), showing a typical crack passing down to aluminum substrate.
See Appendix C for color figure.
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Figure 48.
ted Aluminum Clamp
Cross-section of Chemglaze Z306 black polyurethane paint on tray clamp
A6-2 at 500X magnification, protected from environmental exposure.
Anodized Aluminum Clamp
Z306
Primer
Figure 49. Cross-section of Chemglaze Z306 black polyurethane paint on tray clamp
A6-2 at 500X magnification, full environmental exposure.
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Figure 50. Cross-section of Chemglaze Z306 black polyurethane paint on tray clamp
B4-7 at 500X magnification, protected from environmental exposure.
Figure 51.
Z306
Primer
Anodized Aluminum Clamp
Cross-section of ChemglazeZ306 black polyurethane paint on tray clamp
B4-7 at 500X magnification, full environmental exposure.
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Figure52.
Layer
Primer
Anodized Aluminum Clamp
Cross-section of Chemglaze Z306 black polyurethane paint on tray clamp
B7-2 at 500X magnification, protected from environmental exposure.
Figure 53.
Z306
Primer
Anodized Aluminum Clamp
Cross-section of Chemglaze Z306 black polyurethane paint on tray clamp
B7-2 at 500X magnification, full environmental exposure.
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Figure 54. Cross-section of Chemglaze Z306 black polyurethane paint on tray clamp
C8-5 at 500X magnification, protected from environmental exposure.
Z306
Primer
Figure 55. Cross-section of Chemglaze Z306 black polyurethane paint on tray clamp
C8-5 at 500X magnification, full environmental exposure.
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Darkened Primer
!Surface Layer _ A276
Figure 56. Cross-section of Chemglaze A276 white polyurethane paint on tray clamp B4-
7 at 2500X magnification. Titania particles are visible to the very surface of
the paint. The discolored layer is very thin, - 0.2 I.tm. See Appendix C for
color figure.
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Figure 57. SEM of ChemglazeA276white painton trayclampEl0-6, t000X
magnification.
Figure58. SEMof ChemglazeA276 white painton tray clampEl0-6, 5000X
magnification.
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Figure59. SEM of ChemglazeA276 white paint on trayclampEl0-6, 10,000X
magnification.
Figure 60. SEM of ChemglazeA276 white paint on tray clamp E10-6, 25,000X
magnification.
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Electron microprobe chemical analysis of Chemglaze A276 white paint taken
from tray clamp El0-6, during the scan for figure 58.
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Electron microprobe chemical analysis of Chemglaze A276 white paint taken
from tray clamp El0-6 during the scan for figure 60, focusing on the darker
flake material.
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Figure 63. SEMof ChemglazeA276 white painton tray clampEl0-6, showingtwo
unusualandadjacentsurfacefeaturesat 150Xmagnification.
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Electron microprobe chemical analysis of the spiral particle in figure 63.
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Electron microprobe chemical analysis of the dark clump adjacent to the
spiral particle in figure 63.
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Figure 66. SEM of ChemglazeA276white paint on trayclampE10-6,focusingona
micrometeoroidor debrisimpactin thesurface(250X magnification).
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Figure 67.
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Electron microprobe chemical analysis of the crater bottom in figure 66.
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Electron microprobe chemical analysis of Chemglaze Z306 black paint on
tray clamp El0-6.
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Surface Composition Table Smmuary
Element _tnd:Lnq Ener_yL atom
O (ls) 533.83 21.32 %
Na (Auger) 497.88 0.00 %
N (ls) 401.12 2.91 q
C (l-s) 286.06 67.77 %
Sl (2s) 154.63 5.22 •
Ha (ls} 1069.94 0.40 •
Hg (2s) 92.17 2.39 •
Total Percent 100.00 %
Figure 69. ESCA data for Chemglaze A276 white paint control specimen.
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O (Is) 531.17 28.94 %
N (ls) 398.70 3.81%
C (ls) 283.32 59.27 %
SI (2s) 152.20 6.74 %
Total Percent 100.00 %
Figure 70. ESCA data for Chemglaze A276 white paint on E2-3 specimen.
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Surface Composition Table Summary
¥1ement Binding Energy atom %
F (ls) 688.01 1.58 %
O (ls) 530.60 48.17 %
C (ls) 282.93 27.84 %
Si (2s) 151.67 22.29 %
Na (ls) 1071.95 0.11%
Total Percent I00.00 %
228 8
Figure 71. ESCA data for Chemglaze A276 white paint on C3-2 specimen.
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Surface Compoeltlon Table Summary
8
Element Blndlnq Energy atom %
F (ls) 685.10 2.06 %
O (ls) 532.08 49.03 %
Ti (2pl) 459.43 1.11%
Mg (Auger) 306.47 4.69 %
C (ls) 284.87 15.84 %
Si (2s) 153.11 18.04 %
A1 (2s) 118.71 8.08 %
Na (ls) 1071.95 1.15 %
Total Percent I00.00 %
Figure 72. ESCA data for Chemglaze A276 white paint on B7-7 specimen.
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Surface
Element
Composition Table Summary
B1ndlng Eneray atom %
Na (is) 1072.2 1.81
F (Is) 685.4 1.84
O (Is) 532.0 57.08
Sn (3d) 486.9 0.06
Ti (2pl) 458.6 2.08
N (Is) 399.7 1.00
C (is) 284.6 11.33
S (2p) 170.2 1.22
Si (2p) 102.6 18.33
A1 (2p) 74.0 3.07
Mg (2p) 50.0 2.17
Figure 73. ESCA data for Chemglaze A276 white paint on E9-3 specimen.
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Surface Composition Table Summary
228 8
Element .....BIn_Dq Enerqy atom %
O (ls) 533.87 26.75 %
C (ls) 285.92 70.40 %
Si (2s) 154.27 2.85 %
Total Percent 100.00 %
Figure 74. ESCA data for Chemglaze Z306 black paint on control specimen.
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Surface Composition Table Summary
0
Elemen_ Blndlng Enerqy #tom %
O (ls) 531.42 30.44 %
C (ls) 284.58 56.00 %
Si (2s) 151.89 10.31%
N (ls) 400.73 3.25 %
m
Total Percent 100.00 %
Figure 75. ESCA data for Chemglaze Z306 black paint on E2-3 specimen.
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Surface Composltlon Table SumMry
Element B1ndlnu Eneru7 atom %
F (ls) 686.55 1.84 %
O (ls) 530.41 42.40 %
N (ls) 397.82 1.40 %
C (ls) 282.79 33.59 %
Sl (2s) 151.63 19.91%
Na (ls) 1057.94 0.86 %
Total Percent I00.00 %
Figure 76. ESCA data for Chemglaze Z306 black paint on C3-2 specimen.
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Surface Composition Table Summary
228 8
Element Binding Energy atom %
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C (ls) 286.89 12.11%
Si (2s) 155.52 28.38 %
Mg (Auger) 308.56 0.23 %
Total Percent i00.00 %
Figure 77. ESCA data for Chemglaze Z306 black paint on B7-7 specimen.
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Spot: 488xlB88p
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Surface Composition Table Summary
Element Binding Ener_ atom %
0 (is) 532.7 63.30
C (is) 284.6 8.06
Si (2p) 103.1 26.30
Mg (2p) 47.7 2.34
Figure 78. ESCA data for Chemglaze Z306 black paint on E9-3 specimen.
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Figure 79. Solar absorptance / thermal emittance ratio for Chemglaze A276 white
polyurethane paint on LDEF Earth and space end tray clamps.
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Figure 80. Map of LDEF side tray clamps with thermal control paint disks available to
the MSIG.
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Figure 85. Solar absorptance for Chemglaze A276 white polyurethane paint versus
atomic oxygen fluence.
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Figure 86. Solar absorptance for Chemglaze A276 white polyurethane paint versus
ultraviolet radiation exposure.
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Figure 87. Laser profilometry scan of Chemglaze A276 white polyurethane paint, moving from a
protected area to an AO exposed surface, from which all loose paint pigment had been
removed. Specimen was taken from the bare-to-A276 paint interface on the Experiment
M0003 composite panel (see figure 10).
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Figure 88. Laser profilometry scan of Chemglaze A276 white polyurethane paint, moving from a
protected area to an AO exposed surface, from which all loose paint pigment had been
removed. Specimen was taken from the Z306-to-A276 paint interface on the Experiment
M0003 composite panel (see figure 10).
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Figure 89. Laser profilometry scan of Chemglaze A276 white polyurethane paint, moving from a
protected area to an AO exposed surface, from which all loose paint pigment had been
removed. Specimen was taken from the A276 paint comer of the Experiment M0003
composite panel (see figure 10).
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Figure 90. Laser profilometry scan of Chemglaze A276 white polyurethane paint,
moving from a protected area to an AO exposed surface, from which all
loose paint pigment had been removed. Specimen was taken from the A276
paint corner of the Experiment M0003 composite panel (see figure 10). Scan
taken 90 ° from figure 89 scan.
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Figure 91. Laser profilometry scan of Chemglaze A276 white polyurethane paint,
moving from a protected area to an AO exposed surface, from which all
loose paint pigment had been removed. Specimen was taken from the A276
paint corner of the Experiment M0003 composite panel (see figure 10). Scan
taken 90 ° from figure 90 scan.
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Laser profilometry scan of Chemglaze A276 white polyurethane paint,
moving from a protected area to an AO exposed surface, from which all
loose paint pigment had been removed. Specimen was taken from the A276
paint corner of the Experiment M0003 composite panel (see figure 10). Scan
taken 90 ° from Figure 91 scan.
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APPENDIX A. Chemglaze A276 Optical Property and
Environmental Exposure Data for the LDEF Mission
I Specimen
C1-2
DI-1
El-3
F1-3
B1-4
E1-8
F1-8
A2-2
C1-7
C2-2
D2-1
D2-3
E2-3
F1-6
A2-4
B2-4
E2-8
F2-8
B3-2
C2-7
C3-2
E3-3
F2-6
B3-4
E3-8
A3-7
B4-2
C4-2
C3-5
E3-6
B4-4
B4-7
C4-5
C5-2
D4-6
D5-1
D5-3
B5-4
F5-8
Row [
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
1
1
1
1.5
1.5
1.5
1.5
1.5
1.5
1.5
2
2
2
2
2.5
2.5
2.5
2.5
2.5
3
3
3.5
3.5
3.5
3.5
3.5
4
4.5
4.5
4.5
4.5
4.5
4.5
5
5
Absorptance I Emittance Angle
I (degrees)
AO Fluence [ Solar ESH
(atoms/cm 2) [ (ESH)
Abs./Emit.
Ratio
0.36
0.35
0.37
0.35
0.53
0.52
0.52
0.5
0.52
0.53
0.5
0.54
0.53
0.52
0.53
0.86 97 7.22E+19 6800 0.42
0.87 97 7.22E+19 6800 0.40
0.85 97 7.22E+19 6800 0.44
0.87 97 7.22E+19 6800 0.40
0.86 112
0.85
0.84
0.86
0.86
0.86
0.87
112
112
127
127
127
127
0.84 127
0.86 127
0.86 127
0.85 142
2.92E+17
2.92E+ 17
2.92E+17
1.54E+17
1.54E+ 17
1.54E+17
1.54E+17
7400
7400
7400
85O0
850O
85OO
85O0
0.62
0.61
0.62
0.58
0.60
0.62
0.57
1.54E+17 8500 0.64
1.54E+17 8500 0.62
1.54E+17 8500 0.60
1.54E+17 96OO 0.62
0.55 0.86 142 1.54E+17 9600 0.64
0.53 0.87 142 1.54E+17 9600 0.61
0.55 0.87 142 1.54E+17 9600 0.63
0.55 0.86 157
0.85 157
157
157
157
172
0.87
0.87
0.86
0.55
0.57
0.55
0.56
0.55 0.87
0.54 0.87 172
0.56 0.86 173
0.55 0.85 173
0.56
0.52
0.86
0.86
1.43E+17
1.43E+17
1.43E+ 17
1.43E+17
1.43E+17
1.32E+17
10500
10500
10500
10500
10500
11100
0.64
0.65
0.66
0.86
0.85
173
173
173
158
143
143
0.63
0.65
0.63
1.32E+17 11100 0.62
2.66E+03 11000 0.65
2.66E+03 11000 0.65
2.66E+03
2.66E+03
2.66E+03
11000
11000
11000
10500
9400
9400
9400143
143
0.86
0.87
0.86
0.86
2.31E+05
6.84E+08
6.84E+08
6.84E+08
6.84E+08
0.55
0.55
0.54
0.53
0.55
0.55
0.53
0.55
0.53
0.56
0.65
0.60
0.64
0.65
0.63
0.61
0.64
9400 0.64
0.86 143 6.84E+08 9297 0.62
0.84 143 6.84E+08 9297 0.65
0.85 128 9.60E+12 8200 0.62
9.60E+ 12 82001280.85 0.66
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APPENDIX A. Chemglaze A276 Optical Property and
Environmental Exposure Data for the LDEF Mission
Specimen R°wIAbsorptance
Emittance
Angle [ AO Fluence ISol_ ESH(degrees) (atoms/cm 2) (ESH)
Abs./Emit.
Ratio
A6-2
C5-5
C6-2
D5-6
D6-1
E6-3
E6-8
F6-8
B6-7
B7-2
C6-5
D6-6
E6-6
F6-6
F7-3
A7-4
B7-4
E7-8
A7-7
B7-7
D7-6
E8-3
F8-3
E8-8
C8-5
C9-2
D9-1
E8-6
E9-3
B9-4
F9-8
A9-7
B9-7
B10-2
C9-7
D9-6
D10-1
F9-6
A10-4
5.5
5.5
5.5
5.5
5.5
5.5
6
6
6.5
6.5
6.5
6.5
6.5
6.5
6.5
7
7
7
7.5
7.5
7.5
7.5
7.5
8
8.5
8.5
8.5
8.5
8.5
9
9
9.5
9.5
9.5
9.5
9.5
9.5
9.5
10
0.52 0.87 113 7.33E+16 7100 0.60
0.49 0.88
0.86
113
113
7.33E+16
7.33E+16
7100
7100
0.56
0.620.53
0.5 0.85 113 7.33E+16 7100 0.59
0.48 0.88 113 7.33E+16 7100 0.55
113
98
7.33E+16
4.94E+ 19
0.86 7100
64000.86
0.62
0.50
0.450.86 98 4.94E+19 6400
0.88 83 1.16E+21 6500 0.35
0.88 83 1.16E+21 6500 0.36
830.88
0.53
65OO
65000.85
1.16E+21
1.16E+2183
0.43
0.39
0.31
0.32
0.33
0.35
0.32
0.35
0.35
0.3
0.3
0.31
0.32
0.3
0.29
0.31
0.31
0.31
0.29
0.3
0.28
0.28
0.28
0.27
0.32
0.31
0.29
0.88 83 1.16E+21 6500
0.86 83 1.16E+21 6500
0.87 83 1.16E+21 6500
0.9 68 3.39E+21 7100
0.88 68 3.39E+21 7100
0.88 68 3.39E+21 7100
53 5.45E+21 8200
82005.45E+21
0.88
0.9 53
0.89 53 5.45E+21 8200
0.88 53 5.45E+21 8200
0.89 53 5.45E+21 8200
0.89 38 7.15E+21 9400
0.89 23 8.36E+21 10500
0.89 23 8.36E+21 10500
23
0.32
8.36E+210.9 10500
0.9 23 8.36E+21 10500
0.9 23 8.36E+21 10500
0.9 8 8.99E+21 11200
112000.88
0.88
8.99E+21
0.89 7 9.02E+21 11200
0.9 7 9.02E+21 11200
11200
107O00.3 0.89
9.02E+21
8.43E+21
0.31 0.9 7 9.02E+21 11200
0.32 0.89 7 9.02E+21 11200
0.27 0.9 7 9.02E+21 11200
0.32 0.88 7 9.02E+21 11200
22
0.38
0.41
0.36
0.41
0.4O
0.33
0.34
0.35
0.36
0.33
0.33
0.35
0.35
0.35
0.33
0.34
0.31
0.31
0.31
0.30
0.36
0.35
0.32
0.36
0.34
0.36
0.30
0.36
0.34
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Specimen
A10-7
Bll-2
C10-7
D10-6
Dl1-1
E10-6
Fll-3
Fll-8
Cll-7
Dll-6
D12-3
F12-3
A12-4
B12-4
F12-8
A12-7
C12-5
D12-6
F12-6
control
H1-2
HI-ll
H3-5
H3-11
H6-5
H6-11
H7-2
H7-11
H9-5
H9-11
HII-11
H12-5
G2-5
G4-2
G4-5
G4-11
G6-2
G6-5
G6-8
10.5
10.5
10.5
10.5
10.5
10.5
10.5
11
11.5
11.5
11.5
11.5
12
12
12
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
0
space
space
space
space
space
space
space
[space
space
space
space
space
Earth
Earth
Earth
Earth
Earth
Earth
Earth
Absorptance I Emittance
Angle
(degrees)
AO Fluence
{atpms/cm 2)
Solar ESH
(ESI-I)
Abs./Emit.
Ratio
0.29
0.29
0.28
0.28 0.91
0.27 0.9
0.29 0.9
0.28 0.91
0.31 0.88
0.31 0.89
0.33 0.86
0.32 0.88
0.31 0.87
0.34 0.86
0.89 37 7.27E+21 9700 0.33
0.9 37 7.27E+21 9700 0.32
0.89 37 7.27E+21 9700 0.31
0.87
37
37
37
37
52
67
67
67
67
82
82
7.27E+21
7.27E+21
7.27E+21
7.27E+21
5.61E+21
3.56E+21
3.56E+21
3.56E+21
3.56E+21
1.33E+21
1.33E+21
9700
9700
9700
9700
850O
75OO
7500
7500
7500
6800
6800
0.31
0.30
0.32
0.31
0.35
0.35
0.38
0.36
0.36
0.40
0.400.35
0.3 0.88 82 1.33E+21 6800 0.34
0.38 0.85 97 7.22E+19 6800 0.45
7.22E+19
7.22E+19
7.22E+19
0
0.33 0.87 97
97
97
0
0.35 0 87
6800
6800
0.35 0.87 6800
0.28 0.87 0
14500
14500
0.57 0.85 90 4.59E+20
0.5 0.86 90 4.59E+20
0.36 0.86 90
900.56 0.87
0.39 0.86 90
0.6 0.86 90
0.41 0.87
0.52 0.85
0.55 0.86
0.61 0.87
14500
14500
4.59E+20
4.59E+20
0.38
0.40
0.40
0.32
0.47 0.87
0.67
0.58
0.42
0.64
4.59E+20 14500 0.45
4.59E+20 14500 0.70
14500
14500
90
90
4.59E+20
4.59E+20
90
90
90
4.59E+20
0.35
0.36
0.32
0.32
0.29
0.29
0.35
4.59E+20
0.3
4.59E+20
14500
14500
14500
0.47
0.61
0.64
0.70
0.54
0.87 90 4.59E+20 14500 0.40
0.86 90 3.33E+20 4500 0.42
0.87 90 3.33E+20 4500 0.37
0.87 90 3.33E+20 4500 0.37
45000.87 90 3.33E+20 0.33
3.33E+200.87
0.87 90 3.33E+20 4500 0.33
0.86 90 3.33E+20 4500 0.41
90 4500 0.34
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APPENDIX A. Chemglaze A276 Optical Property and
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iS_cimenIRowIA_soo_ceIEmitoncelA _(degrees) At Fluence ISola_ ESH lAbs./Emit.(atoms/cm 2) (ESH) Ratio
G8-2 Earth
G8-5 Earth
G8-8 Earth
G10-2 Earth
G10-5 Earth
G12-2 Earth
G12-5 Earth
G 12- 8 Earth
0.32 0.86 90 3.33E+20 4500
4500
0.37
0.410.36 0.87 90 3.33E+20
0.3 0.86 90 3.33E+20 4500 0.35
0.37 0.86 90 3.33E+20 4500 0.43
0.34 0.87 90 3.33E+20 4500 0.39
0.31 0.87 90 3.33E+20 4500 0.36
0.33 0.88 90 3.33E+20 4500 0.38
0.27 90 45000.88 3.33E+20 0.31
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APPENDIX B. Infrared Reflectance Measurements for Chemglaze A276
HD_V,L;DH'I_IHH,L_4HDHHd
Figure B 1. Chemglaze A276 Control Specimen - Total Hemispherical Infrared Reflectance
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Z:
<
3_)NV,L_)3q_I3H ,LN3_)H3J
Figure B2. Chemglaze A276 Control Specimen - Diffuse Infrared Reflectance
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APPENDIX B. Infrared ReflectanceMeasurementsfor ChemglazeA276
Figure B3. Chemglaze A276 Control Specimen - Specular Infrared Reflectance
9O
APPENDIX B. Infrared Reflectance Measurements for Chemglaze A276
Figure B4. Chemglaze A276 B 1-4 Specimen - Total Hemispherical Infrared Reflectance
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APPENDIX B. Infrared Reflectance Measurements for Chemglaze A276
Figure B6. Chemglaz_ A276 B 1-4 Specimen - Specular Infrared Reflectance
t_
Z
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33_V,L3_q_U I_33_d
Figure B7.
r_
,<
Chemglaze A276 E2-3 Specimen - Total Hemispherical Infrared Reflectance
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7qDNIV,LD_I'-hlTI_I ,LNI_D_I_Id
!:" !
.... I
:t
Figure B8. Chemglaze A276 E2-3 Specimen - Diffuse Infrared Reflectance
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Figure Bg.
_I2)NV&2)5I"I_I_II &NSt2)IISIJ
Chemglaze A276 E2-3 Specimen - Specular Infrared Reflectance
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_3NTV,L3_q_I ,IA[_3_I_d
Figure B 10. Chemglaze A276 E2-8 Specimen - Total Hemispherical Infrared
Reflectance
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CO (27 _:_ r',,/
Figure B 11. Chemglaze A276 E2-8 Specimen - Diffuse Infrared Reflectance
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Figure B 12. Chemglaze A276 E2-8 Specimen - Specular Infrared Reflectance
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I [ I F
I :
Figure B 13. Chemglaze A276 C3-2 Specimen - Total Hemispherical Infrared
Reflectance
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Figure B14. Chemglaze A276 C3-2 Specimen - Diffuse Infrared Reflectance
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Figure B 15. Chemglaze A276 C3-2 Specimen - Specular Infrared Reflectance
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Figure B 16. Chemglaze A276 E3-8 Specimen - Total Hemispherical Infrared
Reflectance
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Figure B17. Chemglaze A276 E3-8 Specimen - Diffuse Infrared Reflectance
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Figure B 18. Chemglaze A276 E3-8 Specimen - Specular Infrared Reflectance
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Figure B19. Chcmglaz_ A276 B4-7 Specimen - Total Hemispherical Infrared
Reflectance
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Figure B20. Chemglaze A276 B4-7 Specimen - Diffuse Infrared Reflectance
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Figure B21. Chemglaze A276 B4-7 Specimen - Specular Infrared Reflectance
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Figure B22. Chemglaze A276 A6-2 Specimen - Total Hemispherical Infrared
Reflectance
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Figure B23. Chemglaze A276 A6-2 Specimen - Diffuse Infrared Reflectance
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Figure B24. Chemglaze A276 A6-2 Specimen - Specular Infrared Reflectance
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Figure B25. Chemglaze A276 B7-2 Specimen - Total Hemispherical Infrared
Reflectance
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Figure B26. Chemglaze A276 B7-2 Specimen - Diffuse Infrared Reflectance
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Figure B27. Chemglaze A276 B7-2 Specimen - Specular Infrared Reflectance
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Figure B28. Chemglaze A276 B7-7 Specimen - Total Hemispherical Infrared
Reflectance
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Figure B29. Chemglaze A276 B7-7 Specimen - Diffuse Infrared Reflectance
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Figure B30. Chemglaze A276 B7-7 Specimen - Specular Infrared Reflectance
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Figure B31. Chemglaze A276 C8-5 Specimen - Total Hemispherical Infrared
Reflectance
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Figure B32. Chemglaze A276 C8-5 Specimen - Diffuse Infrared Reflectance
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Figure B33. Chemglaze A276 C8-5 Specimen - Specular Infrared Reflectance
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Figure B34. Chemglaze A276 G6-2 Specimen - Total Hemispherical Infrared
Reflectance
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Figure B35. Chemglaze A276 G6-2 Specimen - Diffuse Infrared Reflectance
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Figure B36. Chemglaze A276 G6-2 Specimen - Specular Infrared Reflectance
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APPENDIX C. Color Photographs From Section 7.0 Figures
Figure C 1. LDEF retrieved as viewed from the Shuttle Columbia on January 12, 1990.
NASA Langley Research Center Photo No. 90-10472. Color version of
figure 1, page 13.
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APPENDIX C. Color Photographs From Section 7.0 Figures
Figure C4. On-Orbit view of paint disks on LDEF tray clamps in the atomic oxygen
fluence transition area, tray E6. NASA Johnson Space Center Photo No.
$32-82-040. Disks on upper Iongeron were in high AO fluence and are
white, disks on lower longeron were in low AO fluence and are brown.
Color version of figure 4, page 15.
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APPENDIX C. Color Photographs From Section 7.0 Figures
Figure C6. On-Orbit view of paint disks on the space end of LDEF. NASA Johnson
Space Center Photo No. $32-75-036. U.S. flag is above tray H12. Color
version of figure 6, page 17.
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APPENDIX C. Color Photographs From Section 7.0 Figures
Figure C11. Chemglaze A971 yellow paint on components of the leading (above) and
trailing edge scuff plates. Color version of figure 11, page 22.
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APPENDIX C. Color Photographs From Section 7.0 Figures
Figure C12. Chemglaze Z306 black polyurethane paint on tray clamp position A6-2,
viewed at 16X magnification. Contaminant fiber imbedded in the paint film.
Color version of figure 12, page 23.
Figure C13. Chemglaze A276 white polyurethane paint on tray clamp A6-2, viewed at
16X magnification. A contaminant fiber is imbedded in the coating and
solvent marks are visible. Color version of figure 13, page 23.
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APPENDIX C. Color Photographs From Section 7.0 Figures
Figure C14. Chemglaze Z306 black polyurethane paint on tray clamp B7-2, viewed at
16X magnification. Visible are a fastener hole and particles of yellow paint,
intact on most of the surface but smeared under the washer during assembly.
Color version of figure 14, page 24.
Figure C15. Chemglaze A276 white polyurethane paint on tray clamp B4-7, viewed at
16X magnification. Solvent mark discoloration. Color version of figure 15,
page 24.
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APPENDIX C. Color Photographs From Section 7.0 Figures
Figure C16. Chemglaze A276 white polyurethane paint on tray clamp B7-2, viewed at
16X magnification. Example of cracking with atomic oxygen erosion.
Color version of figure 16, page 25.
Figure C17. Chemglaze A276 white polyurethane paint on tray clamp C8-5, viewed at
16X magnification. Edge cracking and fragility of the surface are shown.
Color version of figure 17, page 25.
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Figure C 18.
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Chemglaze A276 white polyurethane paint on tray clamp C8-5, viewed at
16X magnification, showing parallel surface cracks. Color version of figure
18, page 26.
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Figure C19. Chemglaze A276 white polyurethane paint on tray clamp B7-2, viewed at
16X magnification. Occlusions in paint were exposed with AO erosion.
Color version of figure 19, page 27.
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Figure C20. Chemglaze A276 white polyurethane paint on tray clamp B7-2, viewed at
16X magnification, showing more AO erosion exposed paint contaminants.
Color version of figure 20, page 27.
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Figure C21. Chemglaze A276 white polyurethane paint on tray clamp C8-5, viewed at
16X magnification, showing the fragile nature of the eroded surface layer.
Color version of figure 21, page 28.
Figure C22. Chemglaze A276 white polyurethane paint on tray clamp C8-5, viewed at
16X magnification, showing a small debris impact and handling damage.
Color version of figure 22, page 28.
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Figure C23. Chemglaze Z306 black polyurethane paint on tray clamp C8-5, viewed at
16X magnification, near a fastener location. Erosion through to the red
primer occurred in a band just inside of the paint edge. Color version of
figure 23, page 29.
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Figure C32. Chemglaze Z306 black polyurethane paint on Experiment M0003 composite
panel, viewed at 200X magnification. The focus is on a silicate inclusion
but atomic oxygen erosion to the red primer layer is visible. Color version
of figure 32, page 34.
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Figure C33. Chemglaze Z306 black polyurethane paint on Experiment M0003 composite
panel, viewed at 200X magnification. The focus is on another silicate
inclusion but atomic oxygen erosion to the red primer layer is visible. Color
version of figure 33, page 35.
Figure C34. Chemglaze Z306 black polyurethane paint on Experiment M0003 composite
panel, viewed at 200X magnification, showing a dispersed silicate layer.
Color version of figure 34, page35.
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Figure C35. Chemglaze A971 yellow polyurethane paint from the leading edge (row 9)
scuff plate, shown at 200X magnification. At center is loose clump of
pigment, dark freckles are areas of darkened organic resin. Color version of
figure 35, page 36.
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Figure C36. Chemglaze A971 yellow polyurethane paint from the leading edge (row 9)
scuff plate, shown at 200X magnification. The focus is on the track of a
organic fiber which was a contaminant in the paint and subsequently eroded
by AO where it emerged through the surface. Color version of figure 36,
page 37.
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Figure C46. Cross-section of Chemglaze A276 white paint on tray clamp C8-5 (500X
magnification), showing lifting of loose pigment into the encapsulant.
Color version of figure 46, page 47.
A276
Primer
Figure C47. Cross-section of Chemglaze A276 white paint on tray clamp C8-5 (500X
magnification), showing a typical crack passing down to aluminum
substrate. Color version of figure 47, page 47.
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Darkened
Surface Layer A276 Primer
i
Figure C56. Cross-section of Chemglaze A276 white polyurethane paint on tray clamp
B4-7 at 2500X magnification. Titania particles are visible to the very
surface of the paint. The discolored layer is very thin, - 0.2 I.tm. Color
version of figure 56, page 52.
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